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about weathervane

Weathervane’s Mission is to 
advance independent music and the 

community that surrounds it. 

In a culture that grows more creatively 
engaged every day, Weathervane projects 

facilitate learning and create resources that 
expand and deepen our music experience.  



Letter from brian mctear

Front cover: Keith Peirce, Northern Arms Photo by Morgan Smith; Page 2: (Top) Executive Producer Miles Fender, 
Engineer Matthew Schimelfenig, Brian McTear, Photo by Christopher Petro; (Bottom) Recording Workshop at Miner Street, 
Photo by Peter English; Back cover (clockwise from top, all photos by Chris Petro) Control Room shot on the set of Shaking 
Through - Mutual Benefit; Shaking Through - Pavo Pavo vocal session; Control Room shot on the set of Shaking Through - 

Northern Arms; Video Editor, Camera Operator John Ryan, with Shaking Through Producer Gabriel Greenberg.

While we continue to move in the right direction, our understanding of who we are in this community continues to 

evolve. Sometimes this is the best part of my job - thinking about, listening to and imagining the musicians, home 

recordists and super music fans among us, and all our needs going forward. 

This is the first time in history when any person can decide to be a recording artist for life. A painter could always 

paint. A poet could always write poetry. And now a recording artist can record music whether he or she wishes to 

pursue this passion professionally or otherwise. There are no more gate-keepers — just creative opportunity.

This is also the first time in history that people who love music can deepen their connection to this beloved pastime 

by experiencing music’s creative processes and techniques, first hand. You don’t have to be an aspiring musician or 

engineer to get something amazing from knowing how the songs you love come into this world. 

I say it every year -  everything you read in this report is your doing. Folks in countries all around the world are 

participating in music in ways they couldn’t have before. And people who thought they had experienced everything 

music had to offer by listening to records or watching artists perform on stage, are now seeing a whole new world 

by exploring music’s creative processes. Thanks to you.

Love,

Brian McTear

Executive Director and Co-Founder

Weathervane Music

I’m happy again to report to you, the Weathervane community, and to 
everyone who supports this remarkable organization year in and year 
out. 2015 was again an incredible year, filled with both unprecedented 
challenges, successes and change. 

September 2015



In Fiscal Year 2015 we continued to focus on 
the ways this acclaimed series can serve music 

makers and music lovers who wish to experience 
the creative processes of the recording studio. 

Shaking through

In its 6th season, Shaking Through featured artists who 

clearly exemplify unique approaches to their careers, and a 

commitment to always improving their craft. Sharing their 

example while creating new ways for members and viewers 

to learn in the process is fundamental to the purpose of 

this series.

The Fall 2014 season began with Peter Matthew Bauer. 

Best known as the organist from The Walkmen, Pete 

shared what it was like to chart his own course after The 

Walkmen decided to call it quits. Second acts in music 

are rare.The life of an artist is fraught with risk, and the 

creative, financial and personal risk anyone undertakes 

to make music can come into question when you have 

family to support. “You Always Look for Someone Lost” 

brought out a wide collection of friends and family as Pete 

continues to pursue his career in music .   

Family was a strong theme of the season’s second 

episode with Lewis & Clarke. No one should ever have to 

choose between music and family, but 6 years ago Lewis 

& Clarke’s Lou Rogai had to do just that, returning from a 

tour of the US to find his a home empty of his family and 

belongings. This incredible episode, beautifully shot and 

directed by Peter English, captures the recording of ‘The 

Silver Sea’ and the story of Lou’s long return from the abyss 

back to music. 

In April, the Spring 2015 Season led off with The Dead 

Milkmen, Directed by All Ages Films’ Ted Passon. This 

legendary Philly punk band had an entire career between 

1983 and 1996, throughout the highpoint of a cut-throat 

record industry. For eight years after they broke up, it would 

have seemed the band was a thing of the past. But when 

bass player Dave Blood died in 2004, and the band reformed 

to play his memory, Rodney, Joe and Dean found themselves 

in a different world where it was now possible for them 

to control everything, and to decide for themselves what 

it means to be successful. They’ve since produced two full 

length records and resumed playing shows completely on 

their own terms. It’s inspiring to anyone who considers music 

and important feature in their lives.

In the Spring season of Shaking Through we also had 

the honor of capturing the final recording of respected 

indie art-rock greats, Pattern is Movement. After 15 years 

as a band with countless tours and recordings, Andrew 

Thiboldeaux and Christopher Ward put an end to Pattern is 

Movement. It was fitting that this final work started behind 

the console of an immaculately preserved pipe organ at St. 

Peter’s Church in Old City Philadelphia. It was, after all, Chris 

and Andrew’s involvement in Christian youth groups that 

first brought them together. “Shaking Through - Pattern is 

Movement” was Directed by guest director, Scott Ross.

The final episode of Shaking Through in the 2015 Fiscal 

Year featured Keith Peirce and his 10 piece band, Northern 

Arms. A long time member of the Philadelphia indie music 

community, Keith’s life spiraled into utter self-destruction in the 

early 2000’s because of alcoholism. Today, through Shaking 

Through, he tells his story with clarity and courage, Directed by 

Kris Magyrits.  “Tear Me Away” is the beautiful and ambitious 

piece of music that inspired Keith to start the band eight years 

earlier. It was never recorded in a way that could capture its 

truly important purpose and meaning until now.

In December 2014, after 5 years at Weathervane Music, 

Shaking Through’s Producer and Director, Peter English 

left the organization to pursue his career as a musician, 

podcaster and film maker. Gabriel Greenberg was hired to 

take his place as Producer of the series, along with several 

new Directors, Camera Operators and other crew members. 

Weathervane secured a new partnership with Expressway 

Films, providing access to new state of the art cameras, 

lighting and production expertise.  Additionally, with the 

help of Audio Engineer and Live Stream Producer, Matt 

Poirier, Weathervane improved the live stream coverage of 

each Shaking Through production day, and the remarkable 

conversations that took place among community members in 

live stream chat rooms.

Since Peter English’s departure, the process of learning 

how to produce Shaking Through has been invigorating. 

Weathervane has always been characterized by the team that 

drives it forward, and this year was no different. We couldn’t 

have done it without the generous contributions of Shaking 

Through’s Executive Producers, Bill Hawkins, Dr. Karen Lyons, 

Laura Grablutz, Miles Fender, and Michael Donahue. These 

major donors contributed the funds needed to produce this 

year’s remarkable content. Thanks so much to them, and 

everyone who supports Weathervane’s work.



Finding ways to feel that you are creating 
things with people you care about is really 

the most important thing. I feel like we’re in 
a place where we’re feeling that way.

 ElIzA BAgg, PAVo PAVo

❝

❝

(Top) Eliza Bagg, Nolan Green, Oliver Hill of Pavo Pavo, Photo by Christopher Petro; 
(Bottom) Peter Matthew Bauer, Photo by Peter English



2015 participating programS

It started with Weathervane’s membership program, launched 

in early 2013, to provide access to the high-end recordings from 

Shaking Through to people wish to learn about the art and science of 

recording. After the launch, we quickly learned that a large number 

of those most interested in access to these special materials were 

instructors who wished to use them for teaching in colleges, high 

schools and other programs that teach the art of recording music. 

In late 2013 we created The Weathervane EDU pilot program to 

test proof-of-concept for a platform that would make educational 

materials available to schools with these recording programs. The 

pilot showed us that there are a large number of schools offering 

audio recording classes (many of them new), and that there is a great 

lack of high-end audio materials to teach with. We concluded that 

because of the popularity of Shaking Through, and our ownership of 

its catalog of over 40 recordings and videos from the past six years, 

Weathervane is uniquely positioned to fulfill this need.

The goals of this project run well with Weathervane’s Mission to 

advance independent music and the community that surrounds it. 

It promotes the music of Shaking Through artists to a whole new 

sector of potential listeners, just as it gives Weathervane direct access 

to promising future supporters of the organization, namely students 

seeking careers in music. If successful, The Weathervane EDU Program 

will create valuable earned revenue in the form of institutional 

licenses and school-funded Student Memberships.

From the end of Fiscal Year 2014 through the first half of 2015, 

with $62,000 in grants from The Muse Educational Foundation, 

Weathervane built The Weathervane EDU platform. Its primary 

feature is The Recording Instructor’s Toolkit, a centralized guide for 

teachers to access all the instructional materials available throughout 

Weathervane web properties, with the ability to assign lessons 

that utilize these materials directly to students. It was launched in 

September 2014 with 9 paying client institutions.

Cambridge High School, New Zealand

Fairhaven College, Washington State

JEVs Human Services, Philadelphia

St. Andrews College, New Zealand

St. Petersberg College, Florida

University of the Arts, Philadelphia

University of Cape Town, South Africa

Westwood Regional High School, New Jersey

education

In 2015 Weathervane Music sought to expand the 
educational impact we have on our community. 
The Weathervane EDU Program was designed, 
built and launched to do just that. 

Although Weathervane is forever grateful for the support of our 
donors, the board members realize the need for self-sustaining 

revenue streams. Our goal over the past year has been to identify 
sustainable revenue streams that support our mission, mirror 

our identity, and expand the weathervane community.

JASoN SMITH, WEATHERVANE BoARd of dIRECToRS



  Access to the Weathervane materials has been 
invaluable for illustrating production subtleties like I 

never could. It’s been great to give students some choices 
and variety as they learn semester to semester.  

  I love the sense of community that Weathervane fosters. Our 
world is increasingly connected yet fragmented at the same time. 

Community brings things back together, and gives it a sense of 
purpose and meaning. The Weathervane community does this with 
passion, respect, and fun. Who wouldn’t want to support that?  

MICHAEl JoHNSoN, UNIVERSITy of THE ARTS

dAVId Boyd, MAJoR doNoR 

(Top) Michael Johnson, Instructor University of the Arts, Photo by Peter English; 
(Bottom)  Violist, Christen Hooks and Brian McTear, Photo by Morgan Smith



memberShip

Since introducing a Membership Program in 2013, 

Weathervane has provided the community with 

access to high quality audio files from every season 

of Shaking Through.By exploring the raw tracks, mix 

stems, and drum samples from these recordings, 

members gain insight into the fundamental building 

blocks of a song. This impacts how they understand 

all music, from the music of their youth, to songs 

they hear on the radio today. And many, in fact, 

take up the simple, creative pursuit of downloading 

the files to their home computers and making their 

own mix to share with other members.

As members share their reimagined versions of a 

song, they compare approaches and techniques 

with the rest of the community. The result is an 

ongoing conversation that includes hundreds of 

people from all over the world. The listener becomes 

a part of the creative process - this is perhaps 

one of the most original and beautiful aspects of 

Weathervane’s work.

Until recently, super-fans of music could only engage with their beloved pastime by 
listening to records or attending concerts. But since 2011, Weathervane has been exploring 
new and novel ways for users and supporters to explore the creative stages of making 
music through downloading and remixing the tracks recorded for Shaking Through. 

member feedback

Stuart “manuke” brown, Sydney auStraLia

Weathervane Music basically gave me the oppor-
tunity to call myself a mixer. Before I discovered 
Shaking Through I hadn’t really given mixing a 
second thought, but over the years, mixing has 
become my main obsession, and I’m happy to 
blame Weathervane for that. I’ve searched the net 
far and wide for something comparable but never 
found anything remotely close. Brian and the crew 
have created something really special.
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additionaL newS

The Weathervane Podcast

Lewis & Clarke Private 
Studio Concert

Live Streamed Events

Year-end Fundraising (2014)

Recording Workshops

The Weathervane Podcast was a pet 

project of Creative Director Peter 

English before his departure from the 

organization in 2014. This series of 

conversations between Peter, Executive 

Director Brian McTear and some 

Weathervane friends with noteworthy careers in music focuses on the 

ways that musicians improve and sustain their work. Six interviews 

were recorded in the Spring and Summer of 2014, which have since 

been released in FY2016. 

PODCAST INTERVIEWEES:

•	 Adam Granduciel, The War on Drugs

•	 Frances Quinlan, Hop Along

•	 Alec Ounsworth, Clap Your Hands Say Yeah

•	 Kristin Thomson, The Future of Music Coalition (and 

Weathervane Board Member since 2009)

•	 Jonathan Low, Recording Engineer (The National, The 

Menzingers, Little May)

•	 Dave Hartley, Nightlands & The War on Drugs

On December 6, 2014 Weathervane 

Music hosted a special concert event for 

60 guests at Miner Street Recordings 

(the studio where Shaking Through is 

recorded). The concert featured Lewis 

& Clarke’s Lou Rogai and Eve Miller, joined by our very own Peter 

English on keyboards. 

In 2015, Weathervane continued to improve its live stream coverage 

of Workshops, Private Concerts and Shaking Through recordings. 

These activities attract a windfall of conversation in the chat room 

among community members from all around the world. We are 

extremely excited about the ability to connect directly with our target 

beneficiaries in this way. The following events were Live Streamed in 

that time:Weathervane raised $20,890  through 

the online crowd-funding platform, 

Pledge Music, plus $66,490 in major 

donations and $4,380 in donations 

made through our website. The total 

amount raised for this campaign was 

$91,760, a 19 % increase over the previous year. Weathervane’s 

Pledge Music Campaign for this year will begin October 2015.

On December 13 and 14, 2014 

Weathervane hosted a two-day recording 

workshop for 12 attendees, which 

included local donors and students from 

recording programs in Philadelphia. On 

day one we recorded “Forgotten Lights“ 

by Weathervane members Birds over Arkansas, and on day 2 we 

mixed it. (See the live stream details below.)

On March 14 and 15, 2015 Weathervane hosted a second two day 

recording workshop for 10 attendees. It also included local donors 

and students from recording programs in Philadelphia. We recorded 

“Eddie’s Wine” by Max Conover Garcia, backed by Birds over 

Arkansas. (See the live stream details below.)

Recording Workshop with Birds over Arkansas 

3809 views, 1698 comments

Northern Arms episode recording 

1927 views, 504 comments

The Dead Milkmen episode recording 

4400 views, 1436 comments

Mutual Benefit episode recording 

5801 views, 160 comments

 

Pattern is Movement episode recording 

1714 views, 202 comments

Recording Workshop with Max Conover Garcia 

2165 views, 508 comments 

Pavo Pavo episode recording 

1820 views, 777 comments



2015 caSh expenSeS

SourceS of revenue growth by Source

growth

2015 caSh revenue

2015

2014

2013

$153,581

doNATIoNS gRANTS MEMBERSHIPEARNEd EdU

$60,665

$89K

$138K

$175K

$72,973 $19,375 $14,705$7,638

In 2013 we made a series of 
strategic investments in staff 
and operations to secure and 
expand Weathervane’s future. 
In 2015, these investments 
continued to pay off.

Weathervane’s plan to establish stable earned revenue began with 

the creation of its Membership Program in 2013, and then a pilot 

for The Weathervane EDU Program in 2014 and 2015. A stronger 

concentration on operations and fiscal management in that time has 

also resulted in much higher efficiency. Whereas Weathervane earned 

$89k but spent $100k (including that draw on reserves) in 2013, the 

organization earned $175k but only spent $145k in 2015. Because 

of smart and disciplined execution in the service of our community, 

Weathervane heads ever-closer toward long-term sustainability.

$175,357

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

$48k

$70k

$100k

$32k

$175k

$138k $154k

$118k

In 2015 we introduced The Weathervane EDU Program as a new program and 
revenue stream, which earned $7,620 in Membership Fees from participating 

institutions, and $7,085 in revenue from EDU Document Sales.

11%

8%

35%

42%

4%

expenSeS

revenue

$65k

$89k

financeS



foundation Support

government Support

Revenue and SuppoRt

Workshop fees  $      1,875

EdU Institution Membership fees  7,620

EdU document Sales 7,085

Rights and Royalties 5,763

Individual Memberships 19,375

Contributions

Individuals 60,665

Corporations and foundations 61,370

government 11,603

caSh Revenue and SuppoRt 175,357

In-Kind Professional Services 4,625

In-Kind Studio Rent 18,600

total Revenue and SuppoRt 198,582

totalS

Change in net assets 25,776

Net assets, start of fiscal year 39,594

net aSSetS, end of fiScal yeaR $   65,370

expenSeS

Salaries and Payroll Taxes  $      72,621 

Advertising 4,001

Bank fees 1,689

Catering and hospitality 1,604

depreciation 5,357

dues and subscriptions 608

Equipment rental 1,245

Information technology 11,260

Insurance 1,601

office expense 1,393

Postage and delivery 1,769

Printing and publication 759

Professional fees 12,900

Recording and broadcast 27,059

Rent - office 6,075

Supplies 3,135

Travel 505

total caSh expenSeS 153,581

In-Kind Professional Services 625

In-Kind Studio Rent 18,600

total expenSeS 172,806

In-Kind Web design (Cap exp) 4,000

The Muse Educational Foundation

The Patriarch Family Foundation

The Samuel S. Fels Fund

The 2004 Carita Foundation

Weathervane Music receives state 
arts funding support through a grant 
from the Pennsylvania Council on the 
Arts, a state agency funded by the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and 
the National Endowment for the Arts, a 
federal agency.



Shaking Through production 
wrap party, February 2015

Donate By Check
Make Check Payable to:
Weathervane Music 
PO BOX 29498
Philadelphia PA, 19125

Donate Online
http://weathervanemusic.org/donate

Your gift creates amazing new 
independent music, and it provides the 
resources for people all over the world to 
experience the recording process, both on 
their own and as a community.

Member Levels
Annual - $80 / year      Monthly - $8 / month 

Members receive access to the high-resolution audio files created for 

Shaking Through, and participate in Weathervane’s unique community-

remixing activities with other members from countries around the 

world. You’ll receive first alerts about all events, access to live stream 

archives and  discounts in the Weathervane store.

For more information: http://weathervanemusic.org/membership

Become a Member 
Weathervane Members are our most dedicated combination of 

“target audience members” and “supporting donors.” By joining 

this special group you can help grow and sustain the international 

Weathervane Community.

  It started as an intense curiosity about the recording process 
and love of music, but now it’s even more about sharing time with 

like-minded members of the Weathervane community that I’ve 
become part of. Being an Executive Producer lets me experience 

and learn about the making of a song, and as a bonus I get to spend 
two fun days with interesting, creative and motivated people.  

lAURA gRABlUTz, ExECUTIVE PRodUCER ANd foUNdERS CIRClE MEMBER

how to give



Join the Shaking through producerS group

This special group receives unparalleled production day access 
to Weathervane’s acclaimed Shaking Through series, as well as 
recognition in the credits alongside musicians, production staff and 
crew. To participate in any of the below, please contact Brian McTear 
at 215-839-8687, or email brian@weathervanemusic.org.

Associate Producer — DONATE $250+ 

Be credited with Associate Producers at the end of all 2016 episodes. 

And though not required, you are invited to attend episode wrap 

parties after each Shaking Through production, hear the mix, see the 

studio, meet the artists, staff, crew and others.

Special Producer — DONATE $1000+

Be credited with Special Producers at the end of 2016 episodes. And 

though not required, you are invited to attend episode wrap parties 

after each Shaking Through production. Hear the mix, see the studio, 

meet the artists, staff, crew and others. Receive final song mix mp3s 

and see finished videos before episodes release.

Episode Executive Producer — DONATE $2750+

Attend a full 2 day Shaking Through recording session and all season 

wrap parties. This experience will change how you listen to music, 

and as a major donor who makes the session possible, you’ll will be 

credited as Executive Producer in the beginning and end credits of one 

Shaking Through episode.

Series Executive Producer  — DONATE $10,000+ 

Executive Producers are listed first in the opening credits, after the 

series creators and producers. You are listed first in the end credits, 

as well. You’ll receive final song mixes and video cuts before episodes 

release. Since space is limited, Series Executive Producers have first 

right of refusal to select which Shaking Through two day recording 

sessions you wish to attend (attendance of course is not required). 

This is an unprecedented opportunity to experience the unique 

processes of the recording studio first hand, and it will change how 

you listen to all your favorite music - past, present and future. 

the weathervane founder’S circLe 

This select group of committed supporters donates to invest in the 
future of Weathervane Music. Anyone who contributes $5,000 
per year or more can opt to join The Founders Circle, to help 
Weathervane’s Board of Directors grow the organization’s financial 
capacity. Members also receive free admission to all Weathervane 
events throughout the year.

maJor giving



Brian McTear
co-founder and executive director 

Brian McTear  is a nationally respected Philadelphia Record Producer, 
musician and studio owner who has worked with artists from Sharon 
Van Etten to Kurt Vile and The War on Drugs, to Joan Osborne. He 
co-founded Weathervane Music with Bill Robertson in 2009. McTear 
is a 1991 graduate of The Hill School and attended West Chester 
University from 1991 – 1995.

Gabriel Greenberg 
producer of Shaking through and community manager 

Gabe Greenberg is a musician and a video maker. He is the Producer 
of Shaking Through, the Producer of Weathervane’s Live Stream 
events, and Community Manager of Weathervane Music. Gabe is a 
2014 graduate of Wesleyan University. 

Dan Scholnick
head of operations 

Dan Scholnick is the Head of Operations of Weathervane Music. 
Scholnick serves as the President of Positive Space, the Philadelphia-
based arts non-profit that provided Fiscal Sponsorship for Weathervane 
Music from 2009 through its acquisition of 501(c)(3) status in November 
2013. Dan is a 1996 graduate of Germantown Friends and a 2000 
graduate of Wesleyan University.

Matthew Poirier
accounts manager for weathervane edu

Matthew Poirier is a recording engineer, producer, and mixer at 
Miner Street Recordings in Philadelphia. He is Accounts Manager for 
Weathervane Music’s EDU Program, Field Audio Engineer and Live Stream 
Video Switcher during Shaking Through productions, and the Audio 
Editor and Mixer for Shaking Through videos. Matt is a 2014 graduate of 
California University of Pennsylvania. 

Joshua rosenberg ‘17 
new york university

ariel rubin mba ‘16 
new york university

heather hodgkins ‘16 
drexel university

patrick Lundy ‘15 
drexel university

Staff

internS



Michael Donahue
attorney at Stark & Stark

Miles Fender
associate director at accenture

Laura Grablutz
Senior director, regulatory affairs, 
auxilium pharmaceuticals

Bill Hawkins
consultant, executive producer Shaking through

Dr. Karen M. Lyons
otolaryngologist at philadelphia ear, nose 
and throat associates

Morgan Muse
board member at the muse educational foundation

Whitney Muse
board member at the muse educational foundation

Matthew J. Neal
musician, writer

Brian McTear, Philadelphia, PA
producer, owner at miner Street recordings

Brian McTear  is a nationally respected Philadelphia 
Record Producer, musician and studio owner who has 
worked with artists from Sharon Van Etten to Kurt Vile 
and The War on Drugs, to Joan Osborne. He co-founded 
Weathervane Music with Bill Robertson in 2009. McTear 
is a 1991 graduate of The Hill School and attended West 
Chester University from 1991 – 1995.

Bill Robertson, Pottstown, PA
head of alumni, the hill School

Bill Robertson has worked in the field of fundraising for 
Secondary Education since the late 1990’s. He co-founded 
Weathervane with Brian McTear in 2009. He is a 1992 
graduate of The Hill School, and graduated from Duke 
University in 1996.

Kristin Thomson, Penn Valley, PA
consultant, the future of music coalition

Kristin Thomson is a co-founder of the non-profit, The 
Future of Music Coalition, which among other things has 
conducted studies about how musicians earn revenue. 
In the 1990s she played in the indie-band Tsunami, and 
co-ran the DC label Simple Machines, releasing albums for 
Dave Grohl’s Pocketwatch among others. Kristin also wrote 
and distributed “The Mechanic’s Guide,” an influential DIY 
handbook for independent labels that is considered way 
ahead of its time.

Jason Smith, Manassas, VA
president, forgentum, inc.

Jason Smith is President of Forgentum, Inc. a software 
development and IT services company outside of 
Washington, DC. He's been involved with Weathervane 
since 2010 and has been the Executive Producer of 
multiple Shaking Through episodes. He has known the 
Founders of Weathervane since their high school years at 
The Hill School. He graduated from The University of the 
South (Sewanee) in 1995.

board

founderS circLe



To doNATE oNlINE oR gET MoRE INfoMATIoN VISIT 
weatheRvanemuSic.oRg

Weathervane music is a registered 501(c)3 non-profit organization. 

  I want more people to experience music 
the way I did – collaborating with my band, 

with amazing producers and engineers – 
making the experience transcendent.  

MATTHEW NEAl, MAJoR doNoR


